Waiting in readiness: gating in attention and motor preparation.
In this paper the similarities in the structural and functional organization of motor preparation and attention are discussed. A crucial structure in this organization is the thalamus, a complex of sensory and motor nuclei that transmits information from subcortical origins to the cortex. For the most part, the thalamus is overlapped by the nucleus reticularis, which has a local inhibitory influence on the underlying nuclei. This serves as a gating mechanism for the transmission of sensory information to the cortex. Skinner and Yingling (1977) have provided arguments in favor of a frontal control in the gating of sensory information. The present paper extends their suggestions to the motor system: a similar gating mechanism for the transmission of subcortical motor information to the cortex is hypothesized, also under frontal control. Slow potentials recorded during motor preparation and attention for an upcoming stimulus show a different distribution over the scalp. These distributions are interpreted as an indication of which thalamic gates are open to transmit information to the cortex. Probe responses (spinal reflexes, evoked potentials, and the startle reflex) can also be used to investigate which thalamocortical gates are open under certain experimental conditions. It is concluded that the sensory and motor input to the cortex are subjected to a similar control mechanism.